
Chapter 1

Financial Services and Global Markets

Overview
A global marketplace for financial services has

developed. It was made possible by international
telecommunications networks and liberalization or
deregulation of banking and financial markets. It
was made necessary by the burgeoning of world
trade. Until the late 1980s, U.S. banks, enjoying the
advantages of superior information technology,
were eager to compete in the new global market.
Now some U.S. banks are withdrawing from over-
seas activities, closing many or all of their overseas
branches and subsidiaries. Some of this withdrawal
may be temporary, and some results from rationaliz-
ing activities or accommodating changes in Euro-
pean laws, regulations, or business conditions (i.e.,
by consolidating facilities).l In other cases, under
the pressure of strong competition from European
and Japanese ‘‘universal banks,’ American banks
are controlling costs and safeguarding their returns
by concentrating on domestic markets. There has
long been a widespread belief that international
banks suffer a disadvantage in domestic markets
compared with local firms that are closely identified
with a single community.2 In addition, the full
internationalization of financial services is still
inhibited by domestic and foreign government
regulations, the high cost of international operations,
and differences in business culture among nations.
Technological advantages may not be sufficient to
offset the caution instilled by current economic and
management problems.

A few of the largest U.S. banks, however,
continue to vigorously pursue European (as well as
Asian and Latin American) market opportunities.3

(See table l-l.) These banks are confident that
technology gives them a competitive edge in over-
seas markets. A widening market may also be
necessary to justify the expense of the global
networks to which they are now committed. These

Table l-l—The Ten Largest U.S. Banks
(Year-End 1991)

Total assets
Bank ($ billions)

Citibank, NA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chemical Banking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bank of America, NT&SA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nationsbank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chase Manhattan Bank, NA.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Security Pacific National Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bankers Trust Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wells Fargo Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First Chicago Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$216.9
138.9 a

115.5b
110.3C
103.5
98.2
76.4
64.0
55.5
49.0

aCombined with Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, previously the
fifth largest bank, in 1991.

bsubsequently merged with Security Pacific National Bank, which will make
it the second largest bank, with total assets of $191.9 billion.

C
A 1991 merger of North Carolina National Bank and C&S/Sovran banks.

SOURCE: Rivka Nachoma, researcher, in the Financial Times, Section Ill,
May 20, 1992. Based on company reports.

financial institutions are currently reassessing the
comparative advantages of private vs. public com-
munications networks in light of new telecommuni-
cations technologies and services. The results are
often hybrid systems, with a mix of services,
providers, and managers. U.S. banks increasingly
see the need for close cooperation with telecommu-
nications providers to support their overseas activi-
ties. Cooperation is, however, complicated by in-
creasing competition between the two industries.

New Markets Bring New Issues
It appears that the U.S. telecommunications

industry and information services industry have
been generally successful in meeting the needs of
financial institutions in this country. The technolog-
ical and related regulatory problems on the overseas
ends of networks are more troublesome, but are
gradually being reduced. While U.S. banks may be
at some disadvantage because of regulatory restric-
tions on size, geographical range, or diversity of
activities, these have not been shown to be major

1 For ~xmple,  B@er~  T~~t is ~lo~ing down a l~ge  &~ processing center inF~ort, but o~y  ~cause  Europem COIIUINI@ dheCtiWS rendered
obsolete a German law requiring such data processing be done within GermanY, ths making  it possible to consolidate the bank’s processing operations
in London.

2 Job ~g~e, Zntermtionalization  of Au~&a/ia’~ ~enice l~us~.es (c~~rra: Aus&~~ D~~ent  of hdustry, mchnoIogy, ~d (hmDl~Ct3,
April 1991),

3 ~s b~kgro~d  papa Wm pq~ed as pm of ~ ~sessment  of “~te~tion~ ~lecommunicatio~  Ne~orh md U.s.-EurOpe~ Trade h
Services.” It therefore focuses on U.S. banking activities in Europe.

–l–
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The most serious problem related to
international banking is the increased
payment risk on telecommunications
networks used for electronic funds
transfer.

factors in overseas performance. The few large
American banks that maintain a strong presence in
Europe operate global private communications net-
works. They have benefited by their ability to create
and supply innovative value-added services. Middle-
sized and smaller banks participate less directly,
generally meeting their domestic customers over-
seas needs through correspondent banks, through the
use of shared communications networks such as
SWIFT (an international electronic message system
owned and operated by European and North Ameri-
can banks) and CHIPS (operated by the New York
Clearing House). Several new or emerging technolo-
gies and services hold promise for U.S. banks
deciding to compete in world markets. These include
virtual private networks, integrated services digital
network (ISDN), fast packet-switching technology,
electronic imaging, and most important, electronic
data interchange (EDI). EDI will change the way
banks interact with their domestic and international
customers. As described in chapter 4, in the long
term EDI could threaten some of banking’s core
functions, but may, on the other hand, offer opportu-
nities for banks to expand their services to multina-
tional corporate clients. Several issues arise from
expanded use of international telecommunications
networks by U.S. banks:

Increased payment risks resulting from reliance
on international electronic payment and netting
systems;
Overlapping and confused regulatory jurisdic-
tions resulting from competition between banks
and telecommunications companies in deliver-
ing financial services;
Unresolved trade issues with the European
Community or other European countries;
National laws or possible European Commu-
nity Directives dealing with privacy of finan-
cial data;
Location in countries with less regulation or
taxation in order to avoid national control and

●

●

obligations, or to perpetrate illegal and unethi-
cal activities;
Increased scale and seriousness of violations of
data security, systems failure, and human error
resulting from the globalization and intercon-
nection of networks; and
The likelihood that the immense monetary
value on communications networks, the speed
with which it moves around the globe, and the
possibly diminished role of banks may make
implementing national monetary policy more
difficult.

The most serious problem related to international
banking is the increased payment risk on telecom-
munications networks used for electronic funds
transfer. In shared networks, whether operated by
central banks or consortia of banks, and in a growing
number of offshore payments netting systems, the
failure of one or more participants to settle end-of-
day deficits resulting from “daylight overdrafts”
could result in unacceptable demands on central
banks as lenders of last resort, or in a cascade of
settlement failures that would precipitate national or
even international financial crises.

The technology that makes it possible for regu-
lated U.S. banks to compete overseas is also creating
direct competition with telecommunications compa-
nies that offer unregulated financial services under
newly liberalized rules of market entry. (Other
nonfinancial institutions also compete with banks in
offering financial services; examples are retail
organizations such as Sears, and manufacturers,
such as General Motors, who have setup credit and
financing subsidiaries.) Financial institutions, in
turn, participate in a more limited way in providing
telecommunications services. In the United States,
some financial services may escape consumer pro-
tection and antitrust laws and other traditional
oversight (i.e., financial products trading systems
and shared networks); in other countries banks may
be subjected to dual regulation. Policies may be
needed to either: a) further deregulate the banking
industry to put competitors on an even basis, or b)
adopt functional regulation (i.e., regulate specific
business activities instead of regulating institutions).

U.S. international banks hope that several trade
issues will be resolved by a strong GATT (General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) treaty or, if
necessary through bilateral negotiations. These in-
clude: 1) cost-based tariffs and leasing rates, 2)
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“Here’s the story, gentlemen. Sometime last night, an eleven-year-
old kid in Akron, Ohio, got into our computer and transferred all

our assets to a bank in Zurich.”

Photo credit: Drawing by Stevenson;@ 1983. The New Yorker Magazine, Inc.

interconnection of private networks with public
networks, 3) shared use of private networks and the
right to offer value-added services, 4) connection of
preferred terminal and network equipment, and 5)
intellectual property rights over proprietary soft-
ware.

Some European data privacy laws have limited
the transmission of financial data across national
lines. An EC Directive proposed in 1990 would have
prevented the electronic delivery of some services
and forced financial institutions to maintain dis-
persed data processing centers rather than concen-
trating them, but it now appears likely that a revised
proposal will not include this provision. Both
American business interests and European poli-
cymakers sometimes allege that disputes over data

privacy conceal struggles over other economic and
sovereignty interests.

International telecommunications progressively
opened world markets for financial institutions, but
have also had a more immediate and darker effect on
world banking, encouraging many banks to locate
offices or branches “offshore” in countries where
there are few or no regulations or taxes. Some of
these banks allegedly engage in “money launder-
ing” and other kinds of illicit or unethical behavior.
Information technology also makes possible new
types of crime that victimize banks, and subjects
them to possible data loss, systems failure, and other
vulnerabilities. 4

The general movement toward deregulation of
both telecommunications and financial services is

4 A ~m~r  of three were rqofied  dfig tie s~er of 1992 in the co~se  of ~vestigations of the activities  of BCCI, For e~ple,  a -~ of
a Sri Lankan branch of BCCI was said to have stolen a computer chip from a telex machine in the bank’s branch in Oman aud used it to transfer $10
million from tbree banks in the United States and Japan to his own account in Switzerland. (Sonia Purnel, “Workers Were Tbo Scared To ‘M About
Mafii Links,” The Daily Telegraph, Aug. 3, 1991, p. 2.)
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A new relationship between economic
policy and telecommunications policy
has emerged as a side effect of the
reliance of international banking on
global networks.

running into a growing realization that global
networks move some long-recognized risks beyond
the reach of traditional oversight and enforcement
mechanisms. International cooperation is needed to
address many of these issues. This cooperation in
some cases may be handled by industries them-
selves, to find solutions to shared problems such as
standards development, systems failure, or security
risks. On the other hand, payment risk reduction,
trade negotiations, and control of criminal behavior
require involvement of national governments as
well.

Control of money supply by national banks is a
critical lever for implementing monetary policy,
which in turn affects the flow of capital across
national borders, currency exchange rates, trade
balances, and general economic conditions. The
links between the volume of bank balances, the
volume of transactions supported by these balances,
and the amount of money in circulation have been
changed or confused by the rapidly increasing use of
electronic netting and payments systems.5 Some
experts believe that the ability to develop effective
monetary policy has been compromised. A new
relationship between economic policy and telecom-
munications policy has emerged as a side effect of
the reliance of international banking on global
networks.

Technology and Competitiveness
International telecommunications networks pro-

vide the essential infrastructure for doing business in
world markets, allowing a faster flow of funds and
making possible the integration of transactions,
payment, verification, settlement, recordmaking,
and other functions. For banks, communications are
not just a business support system but an integral
part of a growing array of modem products and
services. Telecommunications make it attractive to
do net payment or net settlement,6 thus reducing the
high level of uncertainty about markets and about
counterpart risk (i.e., the risk that the other party to
a transaction will fail to pay or to deliver goods). It
is widely assumed that in financial services such as
securities and currency trading, international busi-
ness will gravitate to the market with the most
flexible and efficient information systems.7 Payment
capabilities are thus increasingly important in com-
petition within the banking industry in the same way
that reservations systems are in the airline industry.
U.S. banks have based a large part of their product
strategies on the capabilities of their networks. Yet
it is not necessarily true that superior telecommuni-
cations systems can guarantee competitiveness in
world markets. About 10 or 15 years ago, a global
communications network conferred a strong com-
petitive edge; now it is an essential. Says Robert
Heller of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors:

. . . IO]ver time, the competitive advantage of the
new technology will be eroded as new techniques are
generalized and applied to the mass market. Eventu-
ally the wizardry of yesterday will become the plain
vanilla standardized product of tomorrow.8

About 5 percent of U.S. services exports are
financial services, primarily commercial and invest-
ment banking.9 The International Monetary Fund
ranked the United States third among major export-
ing nations in total value of foreign assets held by

5 Ne~g  ~YStemS we Set  up  t. ~l~w ~Ch  @C@mt  t. tie or  rweive  one  pa~ent  at  the  end  of a spec~led  ~tiod (us@y the business day) to
cover the differences between deposits and outflows during that period.

6 ~fjmci~ sewices,  here is a ~wely high vol~e of ~o~tion flow ~tween  competitors &~use one transaction Often involves  hVO Or mON
banks.

TRo&fi R. Bmce, J~~ p. c-d, ~d ~k r). D~@or, The T&com &fo~&: Asse~/ing the New znter~fio~l Strucmrf? (hmdon:
Butterworths, 1988), chapter It, ‘lklecommunications  and Transaction Services.

8 H. Ro~fiHeller(Mem&,  Bo~dof  Governors of ~eF~m~Res~e system), ‘ ‘Fume Directions in fieF~ci~ servicesrndus~-htemtiod

Markets,” WorZdof  Banking, vol. 6, May-June 1987, p. 19.
9 The Ufitd  s~tes &s ~ positive  ~de b~~~ ~ Semiceso Net expo~ of semices ~ve fisen from $8.6 biwon in 1986 to $42.8 billion h 1991;

however, the rate of increase is declining. The U.S. overall trade balance-all goods and service+is  negative, $17.6 billion in 1991. Economic Report
of the President transmitted to Congress February 1992, table B19, p. 319.
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commercial banks in 1989.10 The Financial Times
reported in mid-1992 that the United States holds
66.3 percent of the world market for financial
services based on fees earned by commercial and
merchant banks.ll U.S. banks may well be more
successful in European markets than is generally
acknowledged; the benchmarks that are used to
measure success are probably inaccurate and mis-
leading.

At the end of 1990, 126 U.S. banks (members of
the Federal Reserve system) were operating over-
seas, through 819 branches.12 U.S. banks control
$230 billion in assets in Europe, while European
banks have about $184 billion in the United States.13

These figures may however understate the presence
of U.S. banks overseas, since many governments do
not permit foreign ‘branches’ but do permit subsid-
iaries, representative offices, affiliates, etc.14 It is
generally assumed that financial services are best
delivered through direct interaction between pro-
vider and consumer, and that therefore international
activity requires a bank to establish a physical
presence in foreign countries (direct investment).
This is probably less true of wholesale services—
i.e., cash management, electronic data interchange,
foreign exchange and currency trading-than it is of
retail services. However, foreign establishment is
still generally the rule. Sales that a financial institu-
tion makes through a foreign affiliate do not
constitute international trade, although revenue re-
turned to the parent firm will show up in national
accounts, and will certainly affect the strength and

U.S. banks have excellent technology for
overseas competition, but suffer some
nontechnological handicaps.

competitiveness of the parent bank. This is another
factor making it difficult to talk with precision about
competitiveness in international trade in financial
services.

Financial institutions are among the heaviest
users of international communications networks,
both to deliver overseas services directly and to
communicate with subsidiaries. United States banks
have excellent technology for overseas competition,
but suffer some nontechnological handicaps. They
tend, for example, to be smaller and less diversified
than foreign competitors. The largest 10 U.S. banks
in terms of assets rank from number 26 to 119 in a
list of the world’s largest banks.15 U.S. banks have
been kept relatively small by laws restricting inter-
state banking and preventing banks from engaging
in activities such as insurance and securities broker-
age. These and other regulations were aimed at
preventing monopolistic aggregation of financial
capital and power.

According to a member of the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors:

The United States is perhaps the only nation in the
world that does not have an integrated national

10 ~s is in f~t awrm=sm of @adebecauseituses the value of outstanding loans as aproxyforthevalue of services provided to foreimborrowen,
neglecting revenues from fees and commissions for other services provided overseas. It merely gives some rough indication of market share. It is
notoriously difficult to define or measure trade in fmcial services. Financial institutions are intermediaries. For purposes of figuring gross domestic
produc~ gross national product and current national accounts, services produced by fwcial institutions for businesses (which includes most services
offered in international markets) are considered to be embedded in the value of other goods and services rather tban being treated separately. For this
and other reasons, mtional account statistics probably give a distorted and understated picture of fmcial services exports and imports.

11 $qj K F~cM Service sHold 17 Wrcentof ~ket,” Financial Times, Aug. 25, 1992, p. 6. According to the @Cle, Japmesef~s ~ third with. .
5.1 percent  followed by France (4.2 percent), Cana& (3.2 percent), and Switzerland (2.1 percent).

lzz~ustriaz  Outlook,  1992. l%is WaS a dahe from 916 branches in 1985. The other side of this picture is the operation 13f forei~  b- witi the
United States. This country has one of the most open and competitive markets for fmcial services. There were 727 foreign bank ofilces in the United
States (at the beginning of 1991). Their assets have risen from $198 billion in 1980 to $787 billion in 1991 (constant dollars). Foreign banks (most of
them from Japq  Canada, France, and the United Kingdom) hold nearly 23 percent of total bank assets in this country and make nearly a third of all
commercial and industrial loans made by banks.

13 The stow is &fferentwith  Jap~. while U.S. banks hold only 1 percent of total bank assets inJapm (and all foreign banks tOgether o~y  3 Pemnt),
Japanese banks control 15 percent of bank assets in the United States and this is projected to rise to 25 percent by the end of the decade. Semtor Donald
W. Riegle, Jr., c “hauman of the Senate Committee on Banking, fetus that this may give the Japanese some control over which U.S. industries get credit
and are able to grow. See “Fair Trade in Financial Services A@” Hearing before the Subcommittee on Trade of the House Committee on Ways and
Means, House of Representatives, 102 Cong., 1st Sess., July 29, 1991, Serial 102-60.

ldFor emple, Citicoq done has over 2,OOO overseas ofiices, consisting of 303 branches, 8 representative offices,  643 b- subsidiaries, 116
banking affiiates, 837 other f~cial subsidiaries, and 146 other fwcial affiliates. (Information supplied by Citicorp/Citibank Director of International
Government Relations to OTA, July 31, 1991.)

15 List compil~ by A~~-can  Banker, Sept. 12, 1991. Of the 25 largest banks, 16 were Japanese, 5 Frencb  2 British 1 GeIIIUU4  ad 1 SwiSS.
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banking system. Clearly, this has a major impact on
the ability of American banks to compete abroad and
on their capacity to serve domestic customers active
in international trade and finance.l6

The Edge Act (1929) allows national banks to
conduct foreign lending operations only through
Federal or State chartered subsidiaries. These Edge
Act corporations, unlike domestic banks, can own
banks in foreign countries. Only very large banks
tend to have Edge Act subsidiaries that can provide
international services. This factor should not be
overstated, however. While a bank must be fairly
large to sustain overseas activities, it is not clear that
greater size and diversity would guarantee success-
ful international operations.

Traditionally, banks moved to the international
arena primarily to follow their big customers over-
seas17—i.e., to serve American companies that have
become multinational corporations-although they
may then compete with foreign banks in their own
markets. U.S. international banks lack the close
corporate ties enjoyed by Japanese and German
banks. By contrast, U.S. corporations are increas-
ingly bypassing banks, raising their own capital
through commercial paper.18

U.S. banks have also been hurt in recent years by
the weakening economy, the large trade deficit, the
low savings rate, losses on developing countries’
debt and on commercial real estate, and a migration
of retail deposits to nonbank competitors such as
mutual funds. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration Improvement Act of 1991 (Public Law
102-242) may further inhibit international banking

because it requires U.S. banks to increase capital
reserves and foreign banks to undergo more strin-
gent supervision. In the long run, however, with
higher levels of capital U.S. banks maybe better able
to compete in the global economy .19

There are now probably no more than a dozen
American banks with ‘‘abroadly-ba.sed, truly global
presence,’ according to the American Bankers
Association. The number of U.S. banks with foreign
branches has fallen in the last 5 years, and the U.S.
share of international markets has fallen. In spite of
superior information technology that should be a
strong advantage in international banking, Chemical
Bank, the Bank of America, and Chase Manhattan
Bank, among others, have shrunk their overseas
activities.

In some cases this withdrawal may be reversed
when economic conditions imp-rove and the current
restructuring of the banking industry through merg-
ers and bank failures is over.20 For example,
Chemical Bank reduced its substantial overseas
holdings to three European and three Japanese
locations in order to buy banks in Texas and New
Jersey. Then in 1991 it took over Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company, the fifth largest bank in the
United States in 1991. Manufacturers Hanover Trust
was operating in 30 countries, and chemical Bank
reportedly intends to continue most of those activi-
ties. Officers say it has the capital strength to again
emphasize international as well as domestic serv-
ices. The Industrial Outlook of the U.S. Department
of Commerce projects stable and sustainable eco-
nomic growth in overseas banking in 1992.21

16 Heller, op. cit., footnote 8, p. 21.

IT Walter W. Eubanks et al., U.S. Banks  in the Global Economy: Eflects  of Capital, Tu,  and Regulatory Requirements, Congresshd  R~mh
Service Report for Congress, 90-293 E, June 12, 1990; see also John Langdale, op. cit., footnote 2.

18 U.S. bti me suffering from changing interest rate structures and competition from nonfiicial  institutions that operate money market tids or
make 10ans-such  as automobile manufacturers that set up credit operations. For some years there has been a strong trend to disintermediation-i.e.,
direct transactions between lenders and borrowers, with banks becoming less the intermediary and more often the broker, advisor, or guarantor of direct
transactions.

Is Wdterw. Eub~, “B-gReform ~d Internatio~ Banking, ” Congressio@ Research Service Report for Congress 91-197  E, Feb. *O, 199*.
~ It is exWcted by many exp~s that the nwber  of U.S. banks (12,800 individual banks, or 9,500 independent banks ~d bdc holding  compties)

will drop by about 25 percent by 2000, as a result of mergers, acquisitions, and bank failures. There may be, by 2000,7 to 10 very large banks with $100
billion or more in assets. These projections are from a survey conducted by the Bank Administration Institute and Andersen Consulting Co., reported
in Keith Stock, “The Banking Industry of the Future, ”The Planning Forum Network, May 1992, vol. 5, No. 5.

21 Industrial  Outlook, ’92, chapter 46, PP. 3-4.


